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POST NATAL RITUAL is a set of protocols traditionally adhered to in 
Malaysia for 44 days to allow the mother to heal and recuperate from 
her delivery. The protocols are ancient techniques to allow the body 
to return to it’s original state prior to pregnancy naturally and 
effectively.  The items in this Home Care Kit are designed to allow 
mothers to enjoy these benefits of the ‘Confinement’
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Herbal Drink
Day 1-44

Compress
Day 2-30

Massage
From day 6 onwards

Steam or Bath
Day 3-10

Bengkung (Binding)
From day 2-44

44 Days Ritua l



Herbal�Exfoliating
Soap

Herbal�Bath

TO PREPARE HERBAL BATH:
Generally, herbal bath can be prepared daily as early as the first 
week and used for 7 days. Sachet can be reused up to 7 times.

         1. Place sachet in a hot pot of water and boil for 10 minutes.
         2. Pour boiled water into a bath tub to soak in.
         3. Place both feet in water and slowly go into the water to   
             prevent shock to the body temperature.
         4. If you do not have a bath tub, ensure that the water is  
             warm to touch and begin with pouring water over the feet  
             first and moving up towards the head.

TO USE:
     1.    Moisten the soap with water in the shower or during your  
            bath.
     2.    Apply soap directly on the skin to encourage circulation.
     3.    Do not lather and wash as the purpose is to allow the  
            granules to be used as a scrub for tonifying effect
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Herbal�Compress
(Ber-Tungku)

TO PREPARE HERBAL BATH:
Generally, herbal bath can be prepared daily as early as the first 
week and used for 7 days. Sachet can be reused up to 7 times.

         1. Place sachet in a hot pot of water and boil for 10 minutes.
         2. Pour boiled water into a bath tub to soak in.
         3. Place both feet in water and slowly go into the water to   
             prevent shock to the body temperature.
         4. If you do not have a bath tub, ensure that the water is  
             warm to touch and begin with pouring water over the feet  
             first and moving up towards the head.

TO USE:
     1.    Moisten the soap with water in the shower or during your  
            bath.
     2.    Apply soap directly on the skin to encourage circulation.
     3.    Do not lather and wash as the purpose is to allow the  
            granules to be used as a scrub for tonifying effect

TO PREPARE COMPRESS:
1. Take the body ball out of the packaging and tap it in your  
     hand to loosen up the herbs.
2. Splash water on the ball (do not soak, just use enough to wet  
    the surface). This will allow the ball to stay warmer longer  
    and activate the herbs.
3. To heat the compress, dampen the compress by dipping the  
    compress in water or 10 seconds. Proceed to heat the  
    compress, either by:
        a. STEAMING
            • Steam in a food steamer. Prepare the steamer by  
               filling it with water and turn on the steamer 45  
               Minutes prior to using. Turn on  the steamer to high if  
               the settings are available. The ball should be hot in 30  
               minutes at the highest setting.
        b. BOILING
           • Boil in a small pot with some water covering the  
              compress up to the neck of the compress. Boil for 10  
              minutes. (Save the water as it can be added to the  
              bath!)
        c. MICROWAVE
           • Place on microwave safe plate with some water in the  
              plate and microwave on high for 3 minutes. Ensure the  
              compress is damp for best results. When removing the  
              ball from the  steamer use oven mitts or a thick hand  
              towel.
4. IMPORTANT: BEFORE APPLYING THE BALL TO THE BODY, TEST  
    IT ON YOUR INNER ARM.
5. Sometimes the steam will be warmer than the ball but always  
    check  with your guest as soon as you apply the ball to the body.

*BE EXTRA CAREFUL when handling microwaved herbal compress.
Make sure the compress is not too hot for the skin. 
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Stomach�Massage
(Sengkak & Urut)

STOMACH MASSAGE
1.    Apply 8-10 drops of Body Oil on stomach
2.    Effleurage stomach 3 times
3.    Using herbal compress, roll compress from side upwards on  
       both sides
4.    Rolling downwards along upper stomach from one side to  
       the other and back
5.    Rolling downwards along lower stomach from one side to  
       the other and back
       [Sengkak – after 44 days, can be done regularly every  
       month]
6.    Place both thumbs 2 inches above pelvic bone
7.    Inhale and Exhale 3 times to relax.
8.    After the last exhale, gently press thumb and move upwards   
       towards navel
9.    Repeat from the left hip bone and right hipbone, moving  
       slowly towards 2 inches below naval [Teach clients to do the  
       same exercise with the herbal ball using the rolling method]
10. Using herbal compress, 
      roll entire compress around navel
11. Press and hold, lightly along ascending / 
      descending colon
12. Press and hold over navel area to finish

*If compress gets cool in between the ritual, 
reheat the compress. 
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TO WEAR BENGKUNG:
1.   Before lying down, position the bengkung/wrap on the bed  
      ready to be worn on the waist area
2.   Lie down gently and adjust the bengkung/wrap so that it  
      starts from below hip bone to below rib cage.
3.   Lace the bengkung/wrap and tighten it as needed.

TO PREPARE HERBAL TEA:
1.   Finish the Post-Partum Ritual with a cup of Herbal Tea
2.   BREWING METHOD:
      a. Tear open a packet of the herbal tea sachet, add to  
           boiling water and steep 3-5 minutes. You can keep  
           refilling with hot water to be used throughout the day.

Traditional�Abdominal�
Wrap
(Bengkung)

Herbal�Tea
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